STOREGANIZER: THE SLIM
FIT WAREHOUSING SOLUTION
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40%

		

in space1

Why
Storeganizer?

42%

in travelling time1

Optimising the cost per square metre and organising order
picking as efficiently as possible are ongoing challenges
in warehouse management. Pallet racking works well for
high-volume, fast-moving items, but may lead to a big
waste of space when it comes to smaller, slower moving
inventory items.

Innovative storage system
This is where Storeganizer comes in. This innovative, highdensity storage system provides a slim fit storage solution
that is ideal for small, slow moving items.

26%

in order picking efficiency1

Number
of locations

Space-saving

Efficient

Based on a concept of vertically stacked, multi-row high
quality pockets, Storeganizer limits the costs per square
metre. It’s designed to accommodate small items in columns
of suspended, easy-to-access vertical pockets, made
of flexible, durable coated textile. Although lightweight
themselves, these columns can support up to 100 kg as
standard, with a 10-year warranty.

Storeganizer is the perfect solution to
optimise racking space in a cost-efficient
way. On average, travelling time is reduced
by 42%, resulting in a 26% gain in orderpicking efficiency.
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According to research performed at the University of Leuven, Belgium, 2013
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Ergonomic

Modular

A Storeganizer solution concentrates
a large number of SKUs in space by
stacking them vertically, reducing the
picking area to be covered. Therefore
shorter travelling distances lead to higher
order picking productivity.

The universal hanging system and modular design of the
Storeganizer solution allows easy installation in any new or
existing rack wherever it is needed in the warehouse.

The configuration can also be easily
arranged to limit bending and lifting, by
storing the fastest moving and/or heaviest
SKUs on higher levels.

Rarely do you achieve
a ‘win-win’ with new
products. In this
case, there are no
disadvantages. These
columns increase
efficiency; eliminate the
need for expensive rack
upgrades, site expansion
or offsite leases; improve
tidiness; reduce staff
stress and impress
corporate leadership.
We only wish we had
discovered this earlier.
Todd Bayless,
Material Services Team Lead at Rittal

Textile

Pockets

The cost-efficient, environmentally sound
and highly protective Storeganizer pockets
are crafted of high-quality industrial textile
fabric. Durably coated, these flexible
pockets feature up to a 10-year warranty.

To avoid wasting space by storing small
items on shelves, Storeganizer packs
these items more densely in vertical
columns of slim pockets.
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Our services

Range of options
A Storeganizer solution is highly
adaptable, featuring a very broad
assortment of pocket dimensions and
customisation options from which to
choose.

Measuring and installing a Storeganizer solution at your facility can be done at short
notice, including on-site customisation.
A Storeganizer expert measures the area and the products to be stored using
Storeganizer’s unique Quantisizer software. Based on these measurements, pockets
are tailor-made, perfectly optimised to the available space and the type of products the
Storeganizer configuration will contain.
Thanks to their strong industrial textile fabric, Storeganizer pockets come with a 10-year
rip-and-crack warranty.
Our post-installation service keeps a Storeganizer solution as good as new for years,
and entrepreneurs and CFOs benefit equally from Storeganizer’s continuous product
evaluation.

X

Y

pocket labels

How it works

front covers

Z

The textile pockets can be suspended

front
up tostops
four rows deep, and the back rows
are easily accessed by simply rolling the
lightweight columns in front to the left or
right.

dividers

The modular design offers built-in
customisation possibilities, making it
possible to start with a basic module and
gradually scale the solution according to
the company’s needs.

pocket labels

front covers

front stops

dividers
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I had no clue that such an efficient
system to create supplementary storage
space existed, offering a fitting degree of
flexibility as well. We were able to continue
our business operations as usual, our
employees did not need to make any
adaptations. Everyone is very pleased
about it.

Compared with our
previous system, we
save no less than
90% of the space
in square and cubic
metres with denselypacked Storeganizer
columns.

Carlo Theunissen,
Business Unit Manager at H. Essers

Hilde De Meyer,
System Administrator at Gates
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The original
Storeganizer offers the original slim fit storage solution, supported by the
Belgium-based automotive expert conTeyor. For decades, conTeyor has
specialised in packaging solutions for mass transportation. Its textile solutions
help to avoid using disposables such as foil, cardboard or plastic. As a
spin-off, Storeganizer offers sustainable storage solutions for smaller items.
These SKUs are stacked in pockets with protective characteristics that help
to preserve the products for years. As a cost-effective and ecological solution,
Storeganizer offers considerable added value to the supply chain.

Storeganizer Europa
Burg. Maenhautstraat 44D
9820 Merelbeke - BE
T: +32 9 272 69 30
E-mail: info@storeganizer.com
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THE ORIGINAL

